We describe a 3-person, 2-cut 
Introduction
Everyone knows the cake-cutting procedure, "I cut, you choose:" Person A (assumed male) divides the cake, which may be any heterogeneous divisible good, into two equal parts-in terms of his preferences-and person B (assumed female) chooses the piece that she thinks is at least as valuable as the other piece.
1 Thereby each person believes he or she received a piece at least as valuable as the piece obtained by the other person. This division is envy-free, because A and B do not envy the other person for having obtained a more valuable piece.
But can this procedure be extended to more than two persons? John Selfridge and John Conway, circa 1960, independently proposed an extension for dividing a cake into envy-free portions for three persons, whom we will refer to as players. It was never published but is described in Brams and Taylor (1996, pp. 116-120) . Instead of using the minimal two cuts to divide a cake into three pieces, however, it requires up to five cuts. Moreover, the portions that players A, B, and C receive may not be connected (or contiguous)-one or more of them may get pieces from different parts of the cake (e.g., both ends) rather than a single connected piece.
Twenty years later Stromquist (1980) proposed an algorithm that gives players connected pieces, using two cuts for three persons, but it was not discrete: It used four simultaneously moving knives, requiring A, B, or C to call "stop" when their moving knives and the moving knife of a referee created a tie between different pieces of the cake.
Some 25 years after this discovery, Barbanel and Brams (2004) found a much simpler 3-person moving-knife algorithm that required a player, or a player and a referee, to move two parallel knives simultaneously. By "squeezing" a piece desired by two players until it creates a tie with another piece for one of the players, it enables all three players to obtain at least a tied-for-most-valuable piece.
They also showed how this algorithm could be extended to four players, but instead of using only the minimal three cuts, it required up to five. This is fewer than the 11 cuts that an earlier 4-person moving-knife algorithm of Brams, Taylor, and Zwicker (1997) required.
Besides 3-person and 4-person algorithms that use relatively few cuts, envy-free algorithms that work for any number n of players have been developed. These include an n-person moving-knife algorithm (Brams and Taylor, 1995) , which uses a finite number of cuts, but this number is unbounded-an upper bound cannot be specified independently of the preferences of the players-and an algorithm based on Sperner's Lemma (Su, 1999) , which requires convergence to an exact division so also is unbounded.
2 Aziz and Mackenzie (2017) provided an algorithm that has two advantages: It does not depend on continuously moving knives or convergence, and it is finite and bounded. Its disadvantage is that its bounds are presently extremely large, making it, like Brams and Taylor's algorithm, computationally complex; in particular, it is not solvable in polynomial time. Recently, it was modified and extended to chore division (Dehghani et al., 2018) , and a simplified 4-person discrete cake-cutting algorithm was found for four players (Amanatidis et al., 2018) .
In this paper, we return to the 3-person cake-cutting problem but provide an envyfree algorithm that
• does not require moving knives (unlike Stromquist's, Brams, Taylor, and Zwicker's, and Brams and Barbanel's algorithms);
• requires only the minimal two cuts and so gives connected pieces (unlike Selfridge and Conway's algorithm);
The algorithm is not computationally complex for three players, but it does require a number of steps that we specify later.
After describing this envy-free algorithm, we show how it can be extended to give an envy-free allocation that is
• maximin envy-free-it maximizes the minimum value that any player receives from two cuts.
We also show how to find an allocation that is
• maximally equitable-all players receive equally valued shares that are 2 The numerical solutions we give for the two examples in section 4, in which the players' value functions are piecewise linear, also are not exact. But these examples have exact, or closed-form, solutions that can be expressed in terms of radicals-as do the solutions of any polynomial equations of 4 th degree or less (those for the examples are quadratic)-so they do not require convergence to an exact solution. Exact solutions for the examples in section 4 are given by the Wolfram Equation Solver (2018).
maximal.
Both kinds of allocations are efficient (Pareto-optimal):
There is no other allocation in which all the players do at least as well and one or more does better, at least for 2-cut allocations.
In the case of envy-freeness, efficiency follows from the fact that any envy-free allocation that uses the minimal n-1 cuts is efficient (Gale, 1993; Brams and Taylor, 1996, pp. 149-151) ; maximin envy-freeness additionally ensures that the worst-off player does as well as possible. In the case of maximal equitability, an allocation that gives all players equally valued shares that are as great as possible cannot give any player more without giving another player less, so it is also efficient. Although it is well known that there exists an envy-free allocation that is also equitable (Neyman, 1946) , it need not be efficient; for more on the efficiency of envy-free allocations-but not algorithms to find them-see Barbanel (2005) .
Submit Marks and, if Necessary, Value Functions
We make the following assumptions:
1. The cake is defined by the interval [0,1], and a division of the cake is a partition, indicated by points on the interval, into three connected subintervals that together comprise the entire cake.
2. Each player has a probability density function (pdf) over the cake, called a value function, whose measure is assumed to be nonatomic and absolutely continuousthat is, the pdf is continuous on [0,1], takes only non-negative values, is positive somewhere on each subinterval, and has (Riemann) integral equal to 1. (The later examples in this paper of pdfs that are piecewise linear makes the integrals simple to evaluate, but for functions for which one cannot easily determine an indefinite integral, this may not be the case.)
How our algorithm differs from the aforementioned algorithms is that each playerindependently of the other players-begins by placing marks on the interval that defines the cake. These marks indicate the two points that trisect the cake into three equally valuable pieces for each player. Later the players provide, if necessary, information on their value functions, which we discuss in section 3. Depending on where the players place their 1/3 and 2/3 marks, the algorithm then determines, starting from 0 (on the left side of the cake), which player's first mark (a 1 , b 1 , or c 1 ) is closest to 0 (for simplicity, assume there are no ties). Assume that player is A, so A is the only player to value [0, a 1 ] at 1/3, whereas B and C value it at less than 1/3.
We begin by considering three cases, in each of which we assume that cuts are made at A's marks, a 1 and a 2 (underscored in the diagrams that follow). Assume that A receives the left piece [0, a 1 ], which only A values at 1/3.
We can then determine those cases in which B and C most value different pieces, which may be either [a 1 , a 2 ] or [a 2 , 1], or the same piece. These cases are only illustrative, not exhaustive, of how the players' marks may (or may not) lead to an immediate envy-free division. We will later discuss cases in which this determination cannot be made from the 1/3 marks alone.
Case 1: B and C most value different pieces.
B values the middle piece [a 1 , a 2 ], whose points are underscored, at more than 1/3 and the left and right pieces at less than 1/3, and C values the right piece [a 2 , 1] at more than 2/3. If B and C receive their most preferred pieces, and A receives the left piece, the allocation is envy-free.
Case 2: B and C most value the middle piece.
Because B and C both value the middle piece [a 1 , a 2 ] at more than 1/3 and the left and right pieces at less than 1/3, whoever of B or C receives the middle piece will be envied by the other player.
Case 3: B and C most value the right piece.
Because B and C both value the right piece [a 2 , 1] at more than 2/3 and the left and middle pieces at less than 1/3, whoever of B or C receives the right piece will be envied by the other player.
Clearly, making cuts at a 1 and a 2 in Cases 2 and 3 does not produce an envy-free allocation, whichever of B or C gets the middle piece in Case 2 or the right piece in Case 3. There are other cases in which making cuts at a 1 and a 2 , and giving [0, a 1 ] to A, may or may not allow for an envy-free allocation. Consider, for example, the following placement of marks by the players: But it is unclear whether giving the right piece [a 2 , 1] to C will cause C to be envious. While this piece is worth more than 1/3 to C, it is possible that C values the middle piece [a 1 , a 2 ] more than this piece, based on C's marks. In sum, we do not have sufficient information from the players' marks alone to say whether C values the right piece more than the middle piece.
The algorithm described in section 3 is applicable both to the unambiguous cases of envy (Cases 2 and 3) and ambiguous cases, like that just described, when it is uncertain whether making cuts at a 1 and a 2 produces an envy-free division. This algorithm is related to the "squeezing procedure" (Barbanel and Brams, 2004) , in which A continuously moves two parallel knives (a referee may move one, and A the other in response), reducing a piece that both B and C prefer until one of these players indicates that this piece ties with one of A's continuously increasing pieces. In Case 2, the squeezing by A is inward from both sides of the middle piece [a 1 , a 2 ]; in Case 3, the squeezing is from the left side of [a 2 , 1]. In either case, A squeezes one piece with the two parallel moving knives so that the two other pieces are equally valued by A.
But unlike the squeezing procedure, our algorithm determines directly-without using moving knives-the two points on [0, 1] at which to cut the cake so that a tie occurs with one of the two enlarged pieces that A values equally. (The IntermediateValue Theorem and continuity ensure that a tie must occur.) It then assigns the tied enlarged piece to the player (say, B) for whom the squeezed piece ties; C gets the squeezed piece, which it still thinks is the most valuable; and A gets the remaining enlarged piece, which it thinks ties with the other enlarged piece and is preferable to the squeezed piece. Thereby, all the players receive at least tied-for-most valuable pieces, rendering the resulting allocation envy-free.
Unless the marks are as illustrated in Case 1, however, wherein each player most values a different piece, there is insufficient information to determine an envy-free allocation. When this is the case, each player independently submits to a referee its value function.
From this information, the referee determines, in a manner to be specified, how much the middle piece (Case 2) or the right piece (Case 3) must be squeezed to create a tie with one of the other two pieces. If the situation is ambiguous, the pdfs allow one to determine whether cuts at a 1 and a 2 immediately yield an envy-free allocation, as in Case 1. If they do not, the reduction required of either the middle piece or the right piece is found by solving two integral equations simultaneously, obviating the need to use moving knives. Stromquist (2008) defined a "finite protocol" to be one in which the players make finitely many marks in order to determine an envy-free allocation. He showed that no finite protocol yields an envy-free allocation for three or more players. Given his definition, our algorithm is not finite, because it may use information on the continuous pdfs, not just the players' 1/3 and 2/3 marks, to determine an envy-free allocation.
But our algorithm does not involve the continuous choices required of movingknife procedures. In place of making finitely many marks, we require (except in Case 1) that for an allocation to be envy-free, the players submit their pdfs to a referee. Then the referee makes decisions-specifically, when there is a tie in the value of two pieces-but this is based on solving equations, not on the continuous movement of knives. Ianovski (2012) argued that "a moving knife protocol is certainly less than an effective procedure in the algorithmic sense," because, as Dehghani et al. (2018) pointed out, "the continuous movement of a knife cannot be captured by any finite protocol." This difficulty disappears, however, by introducing a referee, who uses the value functions of the players to find cutpoints (in a manner to be described in section 4).
Thereby the players do not need to make decisions about the stoppage of continuously moving knives but only about their inputs (their 1/3 marks and, if necessary, their pdfs). The referee uses this information to do the rest, comparing the values that players attach to different pieces and indicating when they are equal. His or her decisions, using the algorithms described in section 4, are purely mechanical.
If the referee cannot determine an envy-free allocation from the players' marks alone, then the players must submit their pdfs. Although the pdfs provide richer information on player preferences than do the marks, the process of finding an envy-free allocation, via our algorithms, still terminates after a finite number of steps.
The envy-free algorithm specifies the steps-at most five-to process this information and determine an envy-free allocation; an additional step is needed to find a maximin envy-free allocation. A maximally equitable allocation may require that different sets of equations be solved simultaneously.
The algorithms that yield maximin envy-free and maximally equitable allocations provide exact solutions (if the players' value functions are sufficiently simple; see note 1) without having physically to move knives and say at what point two pieces have the same value (the referee does this by solving equations). Since the players do not need to make an infinite number of continuous choices over time, the algorithms offer an immediate calculable solution rather than an extended physical solution.
Because the players submit information about their marks and, if necessary, their value functions independently, they cannot use information about the other players' marks and value functions to manipulate the algorithm to their advantage. But to ensure that the proper calculations are made, it would be advisable to specify a checking process for verifying their correctness.
Envy-Free and Equitable Algorithms
Our envy-free algorithm is implemented in the five steps specified next, where the value functions (i.e., pdfs) of A, B, and C are, respectively, v A (x), v B (x), and v C (x). Later we will specify the additional steps needed to find a maximin envy-free and a maximally equitable allocation.
The latter allocations cannot be found by moving-knife procedures, which assume that players know only their own value functions, whereas the referee in our setup knows the value functions of all the players. Our algorithms, therefore, afford benefits that moving-knife procedures do not by finding envy-free and equitable allocations that are maximal.
Envy-Freeness
Step 1. Assume A's first mark, a 1 , is the closest to 0. A referee determines whether cutpoints at a 1 and a 2 yield an envy-free allocation, whereby A gets [0, a 1 ] and B and C most value different pieces-either [a 1 , a 2 ] or [a 2 , 1]-as illustrated by Case 1. If yes, then B and C get their more valued pieces, which concludes the algorithm.
Step 2. If it is indeterminate whether cuts at a 1 and a 2 yield an envy-free allocation, the players submit their pdfs over [0, 1] Step 3. If both B and C most value the middle piece, go to Step 4; if both B and C most value the right piece, go to Step 5. In each case, calculate the cutpoints a and b that yield an envy-free allocation, as given in Step 4 or Step 5.
Step 4 (middle piece squeezed by A's equally expanding pieces on the left and right). Determine the upper and lower limits of integration, a and b, by solving simultaneously two pairs of integral equations, the first pair given by (1a) and the second pair given by (1b):
The equations to the left of "and" of (1a) and of (1b), which are the same, ensure that the value of the left and right pieces for A (the squeezer) are equal. The equations on the right of (1a) and (1b) ensure that the value of the middle piece (between a and b) for B equals
• its value of the left piece (between 0 and a), given by (1a); or • its value of the right piece (between b and 1), given by (1b).
The referee chooses the piece-either left or right-for which the solution to the equations of (1a) ∫ (x)dx . This is the piece that ties first with the middle piece under the moving-knife procedure, because it is reduced less than would be the other piece when it ties with the middle piece.
Next, determine the upper and lower limits of integration, a and b, by solving simultaneously the two sets of integral equations, analogous to (1a) and (1b), but in which v C is substituted for v B :
The referee chooses the piece-either left or right-for which the solution to the equations of (2a) ∫ (x)dx . This is the piece that ties first with the middle piece under the moving-knife procedure, because it is reduced less than would be the other piece when it ties with the middle piece.
Compare the larger values given by the solutions of (1a) and (1b), and by the solutions of (2a) and (2b), and choose that which is greater (in the case of a tie, either can be chosen). This determines whether B or C is the first to receive an enlarged pieceeither on the left or the right-that ties with the diminished middle piece. Assume it is B (C) that receives the enlarged piece when there is a tie; then C (B) will receive the diminished middle piece, which it still thinks is the most valuable; and A will receive the remaining enlarged piece on the left or the right. This concludes the algorithm.
Step 5 (right piece squeezed by A's equally expanding pieces on the left). Determine the upper and lower limits of integration, a and b, by solving simultaneously two pairs of integral equations, the first given by (3a) and the second given by (3b):
The equations to the left of "and" of (3a) and of (3b), which are the same, ensure that the value of the left and middle pieces of A (the squeezer) are equal. The second equations on the right of (3a) and (3b) ensure that the value of the right piece (between b and 1) for B equals
• the value of the left piece (between 0 and a), given by (3a); or • the value of the middle piece (between a and b), given by (3b).
The referee chooses the piece-either left or right-for which the solution to the equations of (3a) or (3b) for a and b gives the larger value of . This is the piece that ties first with the right piece under the moving-knife procedure, because it is reduced less than would be the other piece when it ties with the middle piece.
Next, determine the upper and lower limits of integration, a and b, by solving simultaneously the two sets of integral equations, analogous to (3a) and (3b), but in which v C is substituted for v B :
The referee chooses the piece-either left or right-for which the solution to the equations of (4a) or (4b) for a and b gives the larger value of . This is the piece that ties first with the right piece under the moving-knife procedure, because it is reduced less than would be the other piece when it ties with the middle piece.
Compare the larger values given by the solutions of (3a) and (3b), and by the solutions of (4a) and (4b), and choose that which is greater (in the case of a tie, either may be chosen). This determines whether B or C is the first to receive an enlarged piece-on the left or in the middle-that ties with the diminished right piece. Assume it is B (C) that receives the enlarged piece; then C (B) will receive the diminished right piece, which it still thinks is the most valuable; and A will receive the remaining enlarged piece on the left or in the middle. This concludes the envy-free algorithm. n
Maximin Envy-Freeness
While the envy-free algorithm, via either Step 4 or Step 5, always finds cutpoints that yield an envy-free allocation, this allocation may not be maximin. However, it will be if the squeezed piece from Step 4 (middle piece) or Step 5 (right piece) is the leastvalued piece, because it cannot be made more valuable without creating envy.
But if this is not the case, the squeezed piece that created the tie and an envy-free allocation can be squeezed further to create a second tie for the player who was not squeezed out initially. The maximin allocation will be the allocation between the first tie and the second tie that gives each player a different piece and maximizes the worst-off player's value. We will illustrate how to find this allocation in Examples 1 and 2 in section 4.
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Maximal equitability
Solve simultaneously the equations that equalize the players' shares, as they value them, by setting them equal to each other. If there is more than one solution, the referee chooses the one that maximizes the equal value that all players receive, which is efficient (Pareto-optimal).
In section 4, we show in both Examples 1 and 2 that the maximal equitable allocation need not be envy-free, much less maximally envy-free. These examples illustrate the possible conflict between maximal equitability and maximal envy-freeness, whose allocations give shares to each player that differ by several percentage points in these examples.
Two Examples Example 1
Assume that A and B have the following piecewise linear value functions that are symmetric and V-shaped:
Whereas both functions have maxima at x = 0 and x = 1 and a minimum at x = 1/2, A's function is steeper (higher maximum, lower minimum) than B's, as illustrated in Figure  1 . In addition, suppose that a third player, C, has a uniform value function, v C (x) = 1, for x € ∈ [0, 1].
Figure 1. Value Functions v(x) of A, B, and C in Example 1 and Maximin Envy-Free Cutpoints
Before applying the algorithm, it is apparent that an envy-free allocation of the cake will be one in which A gets the portion to the left of x, B the portion to the right of 1-x (A and B could be interchanged), and C the portion in the middle. In Figure 1 , we give the maximin envy-free cutpoints, represented by the "knives" below the graph, that show that A and B receive equal-length pieces between 0 and 0.314, and 0.686 and 1. If they were not equal, the player whose portion is shorter would envy the player whose portion is longer. Moreover, the distance separating the cutpoints must be at least 1/3 (it is 0.372); otherwise, C will envy A and B for getting pieces that it considers worth more than 1/3. We will spell out shortly how we obtained the values for a and b that give the maximin envy-free cutpoints as well as cutpoints for both the envy-free and equitable allocations in Example 1. First, however, note that the 1/3 and 2/3 marks of the three players will appear as follows (though not to scale), where c 1 will be at x = 1/3 and c 2 at x = 2/3:
Clearly, a 1 precedes b 1 and c 1 on the left, so we begin by asking whether A's trisection yields an envy-free allocation. In Example 1, the marks show that both B and C prefer the middle piece [a 1 , a 2 ] to the right piece [a 2 , 1] and the left piece [0, a 1 ].
If we were applying the squeezing procedure, the middle piece [a 1 , a 2 ] would be squeezed from the left and right by A, which corresponds to Step 4 of the algorithm. The first player whose valuation of the squeezed middle piece ties with the left and right pieces will be B, who places more value toward the endpoints of x = 0 and x = 1 than C does.
Both equations (1a) and (1b) are applicable to finding a and b when a tie occursfor the first time with B-between the middle piece and the left and right pieces. Equation (5a) below ensures that the cutpoints are equidistant from 0 and 1 as A squeezes equally from the left and right, and equation (5b) ensures that B's middle piece, whose value is given by the left side of (5b), ties with its right piece, whose value is given by the right side of (5b). Thereby B can obtain this piece (it could also be the left piece because of the symmetry of the value functions about x = 1/2): (5a)
After integration and evaluation, the preceding equations become In fact, however, we can give the worst-off player (B) more without creating envy by squeezing the middle piece further so that C's share (45.8%) decreases as B's share (36.2%) increases (A's share of 39.6% will also increase). Indeed, the middle piece can be reduced to [a 1 , a 2 ] = [1/3, 2/3] while preserving envy-freeness, which is when there is a tie for C between the diminished middle piece and the enlarged left and right pieces.
At these cutpoints, C's share is 33.3%, B's share 38.9%, and A's share 44.4%, which is the envy-free allocation farthest from being maximin. In effect, squeezing the middle piece until it ties for C with the left and right pieces carries the squeezing process too far to produce a maximin envy-free allocation, just as squeezing this piece until it ties for B is not far enough; the maximin envy-free allocation lies in between.
In Example 1, because it is B who receives the smallest share (36.2%) from the envy-free allocation, the referee needs to increase its share. He or she does so by further squeezing the squeezed player's (C's) allocation until it ties with B's while preserving envy-freeness. More specifically, the referee ensures that the squeezer (A) equally values the enlarged pieces on the left and right, using Equation (6a)-which is the same as
Equation (5a)-and ensuring that B's left share and C's middle share-in their respective measures-are equal, using Equation (6b):
After integration and evaluation, the preceding equations become This allocation is envy-free, because C's reduced middle share is still greater than what it perceives A and B receive on the two sides (31.4%). Moreover, A and B, which continue to receive the same-length subintervals, will not be envious of each other or value the middle piece more.
Because this allocation maximizes the minimum share that any player receives, it is the maximin envy-free allocation. Squeezing C's middle piece further would reduce C's share below 37.2% while increasing A's and B's shares, preventing the envy-free allocation from being maximin.
Recall that an allocation is maximally equitable when all players receive equally valued shares, as each player values its share, that are maximal. As shown in Brams, Jones, and Klamler (2006) , when A's share is set equal to C's, and C's share it set equal to B's (in each player's measure), this share in Example 1 is 39.3%. But this allocation is not envy-free, because it requires that a be closer to 0 (at x = 0.269) than b is to 1 (at x = 0.662). The horizontal length of C's piece (0.662 -0.269 = 0.393) is exactly the common share that all players receive.
We summarize in the table below the subintervals, and the percent shares, that each player receives according to the different algorithms: The maximin envy-free allocation only slightly raises the minimum value that a player receives from 36.2% to 37.2% (for B) while lowering C's share by 8.6 percentage points and raising A's share by 3.5 percentage points. Thus, the biggest effect of ensuring that the envy-free allocation is maximin is not on the minimum share that the worst-off player receives but on the shares of the other players, benefiting one player (A) and hurting the other (C). The 1/3 and 2/3 marks of the three players are as follows (though not to scale): 
D will stop squeezing whichever of the following two events occurs first:
• The enlarged left piece, which A values more than B, equals the diminished right piece for A:
Solving simultaneously (7a) and (7b) 
• The enlarged middle piece, which B values more than A, equals the diminished right piece for B:
Solving simultaneously (7a) and (7c) If the order of players from left to right is A-D-B, there is an equitable solution, which can be found by setting A's valuation of its piece equal to B's and requiring that D value A's piece the same as its piece:
After integration and evaluation, the preceding equations become
When solved simultaneously, they yield a feasible solution of a = 0.256 and b = 0.675, with A getting the left piece, D the middle piece, and B the right piece. This gives each player a share of 38.2%, but it is not an envy-free allocation, because A and B receive different-length pieces.
By comparison, if the left-to-right order of the players is D-B-A, there is a different equitable solution, which can be found by setting D's valuation of its piece equal to A's and requiring that B value A's piece the same as its piece:
After integration and evaluation, the preceding equations become We summarize in the table that follows the subintervals, and the percent shares, that each player receives according to the algorithms and the other properties that we have discussed:
A B D Envy-free allocation Left-to-Right Order: D-B-A
Unlike Example 1, the order from left to right in which the players receive pieces makes a difference for both the envy-free and the equitable allocations. 4 Whereas both orders of the two envy-free allocations are efficient, this is not so for the equitable allocations: The order D-B-A Pareto-dominates the order A-D-B, making D-B-A the maximally equitable allocation. On the other hand, the order A-D-B is the maximin envyfree allocation, because the minimum it gives to a player (34.0% to A) is greater than the minimum that D-B-A gives to a player (33.4% to B).
Conclusions
We have described a 3-person, 2-cut algorithm for finding an envy-free allocation of a cake-inspired by the continuous moving-knife procedure of Barbanel and Brams (2004) -when the players submit their value functions to a referee instead of moving knives. The allocation is efficient and gives connected pieces, which we illustrated with two examples when the players' value functions are piecewise linear.
But more than duplicating the results of a moving knife procedure, the players' submission of their value functions enables the referee to make calculations, which are purely mechanical, that yield a maximin envy-free allocation. In general, this raises the value that the worst-off player receives, which makes it arguably fairer than the BarbanelBrams (2004) envy-free allocation. 5 Similarly, a referee can use the value functions to find a maximally equitable allocation, which gives all players equal shares-as they value them-that are maximal. While the latter allocation may raise the value of the piece that the worst-off player receives from the maximin envy-free allocation, it may do so at the price of creating envy.
It is not evident that the envy-free algorithms can be extended to n > 3 players and still use the minimal n-1 cuts. In particular, the extensions present two hurdles: Finding the order of players along a line to which to assign a portion of the cake, and determining the cutpoints that give them envy-free pieces. 4 Another difference is that the maximin envy-free allocation in Example 1 occurs when the value to the worst-off player (B) of its piece (37.2%) equals the value to the recipient (C) of the squeezed piece. In Example 2, the maximin envy-free allocation does not equalize these values, because it is based on a different order (A-D-B) from the Barbanel-Brams (2004) envy-free allocation (D-B-A), which creates a tie earlier (when a = 0.267). 5 This is also true of the maximin envy-free division of indivisible items (Brams, Kilgour, and Klamler, 2017; Kurokawa, Procaccia, and Wang, 2018) ; for empirical evidence in support of maximin, see Gal, Mash, Procaccia, and Zick (2018) .
